How to get there

... by car

Please contact us if you wish to come by car. We need your licence plate number, date and time of arrival. Visitors without notification in advance will not be given access to the Campus

- BAB A5 – exit KA-Durlach direction „Stadtmitte“
- continue on Durlacher Allee
- follow road signs to „Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT Campus Süd)“
- stop at the gate to the Campus. They will ask for identification. Notification in advance is necessary!
- limited parking space available in front of the building (Otto-Ammann-Platz)
  or use public parking space

... by train

- At Karlsruhe Main Station proceed to tram stop „Vorplatz Hbf“ in front of the building
- Tram no. 2 direction „Durlach/Aue/Wolfartsweier“ (tracks A/B) or
  no. 4 direction „Waldstadt“ (tracks C/D) or trains S4 and S41 direction „Heilbronn“ (tracks A/B)
- get off at the tram stop „Durlacher Tor“
- enter the Campus on foot opposite the tram stop
- Building 10.30 is to the right

Institute for Transport Studies, KIT Campus Süd, Otto-Amman-Platz 9, Bldg. 10.30, 3rd floor
Secretary: Sigrid Biegel, phone +49-721-608 42251, email info@ifv.kit.edu

Attention: due to construction works in the entire city area please check for possible deviations and road closures for car traffic and public transport!